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I. INTRODUCTION

As K-12 public school leaders, you know that societal challenges, conflicts, and changes often play out dramatically in public schools. Students and staff bring to school each day their own unique family, religious, and personal experiences, their views, their opinions, and their struggles. As society continues to confront issues of sexual orientation and gender identity, schools have become a key arena where evolving views are explored and tested.

Today, societal attitudes with respect to LGBT people, particularly those who are transgender or gender non-conforming, are evolving rapidly. With the U.S. Supreme Court’s recognition of same-sex marriage as a fundamental right, 1 and many states prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity, 2 LGBT rights are front and center. Transgender or gender non-conforming students 3 increasingly assert civil and educational rights at school, which means school staff and leadership must balance a growing number of competing voices: requests from students and parents for accommodation, concerns of students and parents relating to privacy and safety, requirements from state governments and federal agencies, and guidance from special interest groups.

While these sometimes-demanding voices continue to press schools from all sides, the legal framework specifically addressing transgender students remains piecemeal. Schools currently have no single, definitive legal authority to inform their response in this area, although one federal appellate court has ruled on Title IX’s applicability to gender identity. The U.S. Supreme Court has yet to hear a case on transgender student issues, and conflicts remain between the few existing federal court rulings on the one hand, and the Departments of Justice and Education on the other regarding how Title IX, the federal sex anti-discrimination law, should be applied.

In this shifting legal landscape, your goal — and challenge — as public school leaders remains clear: to provide educational access and to maintain safe learning environments for all, including transgender students. School board members have an opportunity to lead through your policy-making function. You should engage your communities regarding the most effective policies and procedures that will ensure equal access to education, while reflecting community concerns and values. Public schools belong to all, and policy decisions about important issues should be made only after appropriate involvement of those affected by the decision and with due consideration for the rights of those holding dissenting views, seeking to reconcile sometimes deeply conflicting community views and legal imperatives on these issues. 4 Admittedly, the conversation is not easy. Recent experience demonstrates that even as school boards adopt and implement anti-discrimination policies to protect students, they are faced with more difficult conversations about how to implement those policies on a day-to-day basis. How do we allow equal access, but respect privacy for transgender and other students? How does a school district apply its dress code for transgender students? And how do schools regulate student use of single-sex restrooms and locker rooms? School boards and school staff will have to answer these questions through policy and daily on-the-ground decisions, all the while balancing sincerely held beliefs and community norms.

There are no quick and easy answers to these questions. While social change can be painful and challenging, it also can be a process of enrichment and growth, especially when school leaders engage and guide their communities in conversations that respect disparate beliefs and opinions. This guide is intended to assist your efforts to engage in these difficult conversations, and to make very difficult choices, while navigating a sometimes confusing legal landscape. Our primary aim is to offer a guide for spotting issues, understanding existing legal frameworks, and, where appropriate, offering recommendations to help schools ensure that all students, regardless of gender identity, are safe and learning at school. A key tenet undergirding this guide is the belief that all children have a right to learn, and they deserve public schools free from discrimination and harassment.

The guide is not intended to provide one size fits all legal advice for what are very sensitive and complex social and legal issues. Because these issues must be resolved in the context of local communities, school boards and school district leaders are encouraged to consult their school attorney member of the NSBA Council of School Attorneys regarding how the applicable laws and regulations in their state, along with federal requirements outlined here, may affect the policy decisions they are making for their schools.

We urge school boards and their communities to use this guide as a balanced, objective resource to illuminate your conversations on this topic, and to support the mission of public schools to educate our nation’s children in safe learning environments.
II. FAQs

1. Definitions

"Transgender" is an umbrella term used to describe individuals whose gender identity, expression or behavior does not conform to that typically associated with the sex to which they were assigned at birth. Gender identity is not sexual orientation.

Question: What is meant by transgender or gender non-conforming student?

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) describes gender non-conforming people as "persons with behaviors, appearances, or identities that are incongruent to those culturally assigned to their birth sex. Gender non-conforming individuals may refer to themselves as transgender, gender queer, gender fluid, gender creative, gender independent, or non-cisgender." The AAP definition reflects the increasingly—though not universally—accepted view that gender is "a continuum between maleness and femaleness" and that for a particular child, gender non-conformity may "change over the years or disappear altogether." 

Gender identity is not sexual orientation, which refers to a person's emotional, romantic, and/or sexual attractions to men, women, or both sexes. A transgender student may have any sexual orientation.

2. Addressing a Transgender Student

Question: What names and pronouns should school staff use when speaking about or to a transgender student?

In speaking to or about a transgender student, you should treat him or her with the same dignity and respect as any other student. Whether educators should honor a request by a student or his or her parents that the student be addressed with a name and pronouns that conform to the student's gender identity may depend on local school policy, applicable law, and concerns for order and behavior in the particular educational environment. Issues related to employees who do not want to address a transgender student with names/pronouns aligned with the student's gender identity are discussed below in Section 12, School Staff.

Several advocacy and interest organizations have issued guidance on addressing and serving transgender students in public schools, which you may find helpful for further insight as you form and re-form policies and practices on serving transgender students.
3. Discrimination/Harassment

The State of the Law: Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identity

All students in public schools are protected by federal civil rights statutes and constitutional concepts like equal protection, free speech, free exercise of religion and privacy. Generally, these legal standards require that schools treat students fairly and equally, without discriminating on the basis of characteristics including sex. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 is particularly important in the discussion of legal protections for transgender students.

Title IX provides that “[n]o person ... shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.” The U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR), which enforces Title IX and other civil rights statutes, has taken the position that Title IX and the department's implementing regulations protect students from discrimination based on gender identity (as well as sexual orientation), and has strongly enforced this position with school districts. While Title IX and its regulations are silent on the issue, at least one federal appellate court has agreed with OCR. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that a lower court should have given deference to the Department of Education’s interpretation of its regulations, which it outlined in a letter dated January 7, 2015, indicating that Title IX should be applied to transgender students and that “when a school elects to separate or treat students differently on the basis of sex . . . the school must generally treat transgender students consistent with their gender identity.”

Many states protect transgender students more explicitly, through statutes, state regulations, or guidance, than federal law. Currently, some states include a student's sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or transgender status as a protected class under state anti-discrimination and/or human rights laws. You should check with your school attorney, your state department of education, and your state school boards association for additional guidance on state-level legal standards regarding discrimination against transgender students.

Question: Are transgender students protected more, or differently, from discrimination, harassment, and bullying?

Transgender students are protected from discrimination, harassment, and bullying, just like any other student. What is not clear at the moment, due to Title IX’s silence on the matter, is whether federal law protects transgender students based on their transgender status, or simply protects them from discrimination based on sex, and the extent of a school's responsibilities in either case. At first blush, it would appear that there would be little, if any, difference in the protections provided to transgender students under federal law. However, the federal statute prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex does not speak to the rights of transgender students specifically.

In this near vacuum of more specific federal law, some states and the District of Columbia have passed laws protecting transgender students from discrimination. Recently, other states have sought to pass legislation protecting the safety and privacy of all students while excluding transgender students from certain activities and facilities and/or denying them protection against discrimination. Some local school boards have adopted policies providing transgender students with protections against discrimination, even when such protections are not provided under state law. You should familiarize yourself with your state’s requirements and your district’s policy on this topic.

Question: Should a school board’s policies prohibit discrimination, harassment, and bullying of transgender students?

Federal law neither requires nor prohibits a school district from developing and implementing a school board policy against discrimination, harassment, and bullying of transgender students. Such a policy may be required or encouraged by your state.

As school leaders, you do your best to provide a safe educational environment for all students, and to treat all students with dignity and respect, regardless of a student’s sex, sexual orientation, gender identity/expression, transgender status, or other characteristics. You should consider your approach to prohibiting discrimination, harassment, and bullying of transgender students as you would for other students with characteristics protected by law or recognized by your school community. To foster a sense of inclusiveness in the school environment, a school board could amend an existing anti-discrimination policy to include transgender students as another protected class. Doing so could assist your efforts to maintain a safe school climate by creating opportunities...
to raise awareness, to train staff about expectations, and to notify stakeholders of procedures for resolving claims around transgender issues. On the other hand, boards should also weigh the risk that including transgender students in their existing non-discrimination, harassment and bullying policies could lead to potential claims by individuals who assert that specific applications of such policies violate their constitutional or statutory rights. In this regard, awareness of the expressed concerns and sincerely held beliefs of all members of the school community can be helpful in guiding application of an inclusive policy.

In considering policy on accommodating transgender students, you may note that some state school boards associations and state boards of education have issued guidance documents based on the goals of inclusiveness and equity, and, where applicable, based on state laws protecting transgender students. These guidance resources sometimes include model policy language that you may adopt in whole or in part, after consultation with your school attorney. Below are some examples of state-level guidance for educators:

- New York State Education Department, “Guidance to School Districts for Creating a Safe and Supportive School Environment for Transgender and Gender Nonconforming Students”, http://www.nysed.gov/press/transgender-and-gender-nonconforming-students-guidance-document; and

A variety of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) also provide guidance and sample policies. School board members may wish to familiarize themselves with those policies and consider their applicability to their own school district. Because many NGOs represent specific interests, school boards are well served by conferring with their COSA lawyer before adopting a particular policy.

Question: How should a public school handle a complaint by a transgender student of discrimination, harassment, or bullying?

You should act on a complaint of discrimination, harassment, or bullying made by a transgender student with the same level of expediency, thoroughness, and corrective action as a complaint made by a non-transgender student. In fact, applying a separate procedure for processing complaints made by transgender students itself could be considered discrimination, particularly if the complaints are not investigated with the same vigor as those of non-transgender students.

With any complaint of discrimination, harassment, or bullying by a student — transgender or not — who is also identified as a special education student under either the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (Section 504), you should have procedures in place to ensure that school staff determine if the discriminatory, harassing, or bullying conduct may have resulted in a denial of the student's rights to a free appropriate public education (FAPE). The U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has said that bullying on any basis of a student with a disability who is receiving services under IDEA or Section 504 can result in a denial of FAPE that “must be remedied….” OCR expects schools to convene the student's IEP or Section 504 team(s) to determine whether there has been a denial of FAPE, and to formulate an appropriate response. Even though it is far from clear under applicable court decisions what constitutes a denial of FAPE in the bullying context, you should be aware that if you fail to investigate a complaint and/or to take corrective action, your school district may be subject to further investigation either by a federal or state governmental agency.
4. Student Privacy

State of the Law: Student Privacy

Every public student has a recognized right to privacy at school protected by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and, in certain situations, by the U.S. Constitution. FERPA protects education records and personally identifiable information contained in them from release except under certain circumstances, and allows a student and/or the parents access to those records. A student’s transgender status in an education record is “personally identifiable information,” which would be protected from disclosure to others without the student’s and/or parent’s consent.

If a student’s transgender status is included in his or her education records, parents of minor students have a right to see that information. FERPA does not preclude schools from otherwise sharing the transgender status of a minor student with the parents. But, generally, a student’s transgender status is confidential information and should be protected as such by school officials.

Question: Is a transgender student, or his/her parents, required to notify school staff of the student’s transgender status?

No. Unless a family is seeking action by school officials such as changes to official records, changes in the way a student is addressed at school, or accommodations regarding restrooms or locker rooms, there is no legal requirement that parents notify the school of a child’s transgender status.

That said, awareness of a student’s gender identity is important so that you as school officials can engage in appropriate conversations with the student and family, maintain records accurately, make any needed accommodations for use of facilities, and ultimately ensure a safe learning environment for all. School boards should consider adopting policies around gender identity that prepare staff to address issues before they arise.

Question: Once a school staff member has actual notice of a student’s transgender status, how should the school handle this information? Which members of the school staff should be informed? What information should be shared?

A member of the school staff, as provided in school district policy or practice, should speak to the student and family about how they prefer that the information be handled. Some families may wish a student’s transgender status to remain private. Others families may prefer that the student’s status is shared, and even discussed in class. Under FERPA and many state privacy laws, it is appropriate and allowable for an educational institution to share student information with other “school officials,” including school staff, as long as they have a legitimate educational interest in that information. It may be necessary that an entire grade-level team or entire school staff be informed of a student’s transgender status to enable the student to be safe at school. But generally, you should obtain parental (or eligible student) consent before sharing the student’s transgender status with people who are not school officials.

Regardless of whether your school community currently has any transgender students, it is a good idea to provide training to staff and students on transgender issues to increase awareness of district policies and practices on specific issues such as names, pronouns, school records, and restroom/locker room use, and to ensure that the school community knows the appropriate steps to take in instances of bullying and harassment, and requests for accommodation.

A student's transgender or gender-nonconforming status is his/her private information. The district only will disclose the information to others with the student’s prior consent, except when the disclosure is otherwise required by law or is necessary to preserve the student’s physical or mental well-being.


Question: What privacy interests should school officials consider when a school is communicating with a student’s parents regarding the student’s transgender status? Does the age or grade level of a student matter?

You should consider federal and state legal protections of student privacy when communicating with a transgender student’s parents; and age does matter.

As school officials, you walk a delicate line, balancing the privacy interests of the student vis à vis his or her parents, and your legal duty to act in the parents’ place, known as in loco parentis. A very small number of courts have recognized a public school student’s reasonable expectation of privacy in
his or her sexual orientation, which suggests there would be a corresponding expectation for transgender status. But a few courts also have recognized that this right of privacy is not absolute and may be outweighed in situations where schools have a legitimate or compelling reason to disclose information to parents that directly or implicitly reveals their child’s sexual orientation.

Given the unsettled state of the law, you may choose to direct school staff who are unsure whether the parents are aware of the student’s transgender status to refrain from incautious disclosure of a student’s transgender status. It may be wise to advise staff to limit discussions of a student’s transgender status to situations where there is a legitimate or compelling need to do so, for example to address school records, use of facilities, health concerns, safety issues, including bullying or harassment, and where there is a legal duty to inform parents about their child’s situation.

You also should consider the student’s age and developmental stage. In the case of young students such as those in the elementary grades, or students with developmental disabilities, school officials should be able to communicate with parents regarding transgender status, unless there is a reason to fear for the safety of the child if that status is revealed. For middle and high school students, while there is generally no legal requirement that schools obtain the consent of minors to speak with parents about the child’s private matters, school officials may wish to talk with a tween or teen first to ascertain any concerns the student may have with such communications. The conversation could present opportunities for you to share community resources that may be of assistance to the students and their families, or could identify the danger of potential abuse against a child outside of school. Always remain aware of your duty to report reasonable suspicion of child abuse or neglect to the appropriate child protective service agencies as required by state law.

If the student remains concerned about informing his or her parents, you should explore the basis for the student’s concern, and determine whether the concern triggers any child abuse reporting obligations. Keep in mind that parental disagreement or lack of support regarding a student’s gender expression alone does not equal reportable behavior. In fact, while schools may have a role in facilitating conversations between parents and students, including connecting them to local resources or support services, schools should be aware that families also may have sincerely held beliefs that impact the way they view issues of gender identity and sexuality. For this reason, you would be well-advised to focus your concerns on the student’s well-being in the school setting.

Question: What should schools do if a transgender student expresses an interest in self-harm?

If any student expresses an interest in self-harm, you should follow existing policies and procedures and work closely with school counselors and other school staff who know the student to determine next steps.

Unless there is a concern that sharing a student’s expression of an interest in self-harm will put the student at further risk, or there is a clear prohibition or protocol under state law, you should contact the parents of minor students and share the concern regarding self-harm. If the student is in middle or high school, you may want to first speak to the student about contacting his or her parents, and the parameters on what needs to be shared. You should explain to the student the school’s responsibility in ensuring his or her safety at school.
5. Official Records


Although federal law does not directly address name and gender changes in student records, state law and policy is evolving on this topic. Before making a decision or adopting a policy on student name and/or gender changes in school records, consult with your state school boards association and your school attorney.

FERPA requires educational institutions to allow parents or eligible students to review education records, and to request that the school change “inaccurate” or “misleading” records. An educational institution must provide the parents the opportunity for a hearing to challenge the content of the student’s education records. The Department of Education’s Family Policy Compliance Office (FPCO) issued a letter in 1991 saying FERPA does not apply to requests for (and, therefore, does not require) changes in records regarding transgender status, because records reflecting a student’s gender or name as of a certain date contain no error. FPCO noted that, under FERPA, it is a “substantive decision of the school district” whether to amend the education records to reflect a name and gender other than that of the student during his or her attendance.

However, parents and students may still make such requests, and state law may require a change.

As a general rule, states require school districts to maintain a “permanent” record for a student that matches his or her legal name and gender, as indicated on a legal document such as a birth certificate. This permanent record is tied to the statewide longitudinal data system and the state education agency. Many states now recommend through policy guidance that schools maintain a transgender student’s permanent record in a secure location, and that that record remain confidential, accessible only to key staff. Meanwhile, the student’s every-day records, including class rosters, student ID card, and test documents can reflect the student’s preferred name and gender. Other states require simply a request from a student or his or her family to change student records. Connecticut and Massachusetts recommend that schools reflect in a student’s record his or her chosen name, as affirmed by the parents or legal guardian, regardless of whether there has been a legal name change. The student’s birth name is considered private information, not to be disclosed.

Question: When a student requests to be addressed by a name and gender different from that assigned at birth, what documentation can/must/should the school require before complying with that request?

Unless state law requires legal or medical documentation, and considering the points raised in this guide, schools may consider accommodation of a student’s requests to be addressed by his or her preferred name and gender identity. As with nicknames, your school staff usually are inclined to honor a student’s preferences so that he or she feels safe and supported at school, without any need for documentation. Honoring a student’s request to be referred to by the name and gender of his or her choice can contribute to creating a supportive climate for the student. As a practical matter, it also may put the school district in a better legal position. However, the school’s interests in maintaining order and discipline and avoiding disruption in the educational environment could justify the refusal to honor a transgender student’s request to be referred to by a certain name in the same way such interests would support a refusal to use certain nicknames preferred by non-transgender students.

State law is the first place to check. In many states, a request from the parent or student alone is enough to change school records. In others, school officials must obtain a letter from the student’s physician or counselor, a court order, or medical evidence before changing a student’s record. As stated above, FPCO has suggested that FERPA does not require schools to change records retroactively based on transgender status after a student leaves the school, but does allow parents to request a change to records that are “inaccurate” or “misleading.”

Rather than requiring a family to initiate proceedings under FERPA to change a record by challenging its current accuracy, you can work with families to ensure that a student’s records accurately reflect his or her preferred name and gender identification, in compliance with state law. In this way, the student feels respected, and you have opened channels of communication with the family. It also can help alleviate staff confusion about how to address a transgender student. Codify your approach in district policies, including requests by former students for amended records, transcripts, and diplomas. It is likely that FERPA’s provisions that permit amendment to “inaccurate” or “misleading” records would apply in that
case. For current students, some school districts change the student’s main file according to his or her preferences, but keep a separate confidential file identifying the student’s birth name and sex assigned at birth. In Illinois, for instance, school officials may reflect the student’s preferred name on all official documents, including rosters, student ID cards, and test documents, but must retain a copy of the student’s birth certificate under the Illinois Missing Children Records Act.30

Question: If a student obtains a court order changing his or her name, or an amended birth certificate, must the school amend the student’s educational records retroactively?

Yes, under most state laws. However, some state laws do not require a court order. For instance, Massachusetts says:

[T]ransgender students who transition after having completed high school may ask their previous schools to amend school records or a diploma or transcript that include the student’s birth name and gender. When requested, and when satisfied with the gender identity information provided, schools should amend the student’s record, including reissuing a high school diploma or transcript, to reflect the student’s current name and gender.31

Importantly, federal law does not answer this question. As previously discussed, under FERPA, parents may request that a school change educational records that contain incorrect or misleading information. If a student’s education records contain his or her prior name or gender identity that was accurate at that time, a change may not be required retroactively under federal law. However, state law may address this specifically and allow for a change to school records if a court order has changed the birth certificate or name.

6. Curriculum

Question: Are schools required by law to expand their health or sex education curriculum to include content that addresses transgender students, gender identity, and/or sexual orientation?

In most states, there is no such requirement. Only 23 states and the District of Columbia require sex education. In other states, it is permissible, and many school districts in those states have sex education programs. Where sex education is provided, only 13 states require discussion of sexual orientation. Of these 13 states, nine require that discussion of sexual orientation be inclusive (CA, CO, DE, KY, NJ, NM, OR, RI, and WA). Most of the states that require inclusive discussion of sexual orientation have standards that include discussion of gender identity.

Question: Can parents “opt out” of having their student participate in those portions of the health or sex education curriculum?

This is a matter of state law. Thirty-seven states require that school districts that offer sex education to include parents in sex education, HIV education, or both. Three states (AZ, NV, and UT) require affirmative parental consent before students may participate in one or both types of instruction. Thirty-five states and the District of Columbia require school districts to give parents the option of removing their child(ren) from such programs. Of the nine states that require inclusive discussion of sexual orientation as part of sex education, two (DE and KY) do not mandate that districts give parents a choice about their child’s participation in such instruction.32

Question: Is there any requirement that school districts incorporate educational content about the contributions of transgender figures into the general education curriculum, such as history, literature, science, etc.? May schools include materials that feature or include transgender people or characters in a story?

California is the only state that requires the inclusion of the contributions of various groups of people, including gay, bisexual, and transgender, in state and U.S. history curricula. The state law requires “the study of their roles and contributions to the economic, political, and social development” of the state and nation “with particular emphasis on portraying the role of these groups in contemporary society.”33

Except where specifically prohibited, school districts may take a more inclusive approach in presenting lessons across the whole curriculum, although some states prohibit including instruction that “promotes a homosexual lifestyle or portrays homosexuality as a positive alternative life-style.”34 As defined
by AAP and noted above, however, sexual orientation and homosexuality are not synonymous with gender identity. Whether such prohibitions technically apply to a given school in a particular state is a question for school board legal counsel. As with many curricular choices, a school board is well advised to explore inclusion carefully and with a high degree of transparency and community involvement. Where the board adopts an inclusive approach, it may also wish to make clear that family input remains essential to the education of students and that avenues (formal or otherwise) exist for parents to raise and resolve concerns and objections about the lessons their children are receiving at school. School districts should also involve educators when making decisions on how best to achieve curricular goals. (For more discussion, see the section on Community Engagement below.)

7. Sports, School Activities, and Physical Education

Question: How may a transgender student participate in sports and school activities, including physical education and other extracurricular classes that are separated by sex?

For school activities like physical education and same-sex curricular activities (i.e., sex-segregated reading or mathematics classes), ideally a transgender student should have the same opportunities to participate as non-transgender students, although a school board’s determination whether a transgender student should be permitted to participate in the activities aligned with the student’s gender identity must carefully consider social, community and legal issues related to privacy, safety, and constitutional protections.

For sports activities, a transgender student’s ability to participate will vary by state. In those sports not governed by the state’s athletic association, a transgender student should, in general, be permitted to participate in those activities for the sex that is consistent with the student’s gender identity at school, particularly where state statutes or regulations or local policies prohibit discrimination on the basis of transgender status. However, before adopting such a policy, school boards should be aware that the participation of a transgender student on the team aligned with the student’s gender identity may raise concerns from parents, students, and opposing teams who cite safety issues or complaints of unfair advantage.

For sports governed by the state’s athletic association, participation rules are likely to be regulated by the association. Some state athletic associations have policies or regulations permitting transgender athlete participation on a team for the gender with which they identify, with some requiring a doctor’s verification. Other states permit their participation only on the team that coincides with their birth-assigned sex or the sex that appears on their birth certificate. Some states have no policy at all for the participation of transgender students. Districts that comply with state association rules prohibiting transgender students from participating on teams of the gender with which they identify may be subject to OCR enforcement activity for an alleged violation of Title IX. Whether federal courts would adopt OCR’s position based on guidance or non-binding letters and, absent a change in the current law and/or regulations, is yet to be seen.

Question: If a state’s athletic association rules permit a transgender student to participate on a team of the gender with which the student identifies, should/may the transgender student’s school notify any opposing teams?

No. A student’s transgender status contained in an educational record is considered personally identifiable information and should be kept confidential under FERPA. A school district is prohibited by FERPA from disclosing such information without consent from the parent and/or the student (depending on the student’s age) to anyone who does not have a legitimate education need for that information. Although the answer is clear under FERPA, a school board should be aware that its compliance with these federal privacy requirements does not prevent the assertion of claims seeking damages for physical harm or other injuries based on the failure to disclose. The likely outcome of such claims is yet to be determined.

Question: Are transgender students eligible to be homecoming or prom king or queen in their gender of preference?

The criteria used to determine which students are deemed eligible to be homecoming king or queen vary by school district, many of which do not involve the gender status of the student. For some school districts, the eligibility criteria might be
which student raises the most money in certain fundraising efforts. Other school districts may let each student club nominate a student for each king and queen role, and then let the student body as a whole vote for king and queen among the slate of candidates.

Practices or policies that are gender-based (irrespective of a student’s gender identity), such as who is eligible to be homecoming king or queen, limitations on who can attend as “couples” (opposite-sex, but not same-sex), etc., can create the appearance of an environment that promotes exclusion and discrimination/harassment of students by students and staff, and may result in claims asserting denial of equal access to a school district’s educational programs and activities. Consistent with each school board’s mission of providing a safe educational environment for all students, school boards should review any such gender-based policies and practices to determine whether they serve a legitimate educational goal or otherwise non-discriminatory purpose. Absent such a purpose, the rule is subject to challenge, and at least two courts have found that a refusal to allow a student to bring a same-sex date to a prom is a violation of the First Amendment.

8. Restroom and Locker Room Accessibility

Question: How should schools handle restroom or locker room use?

This question is one that many schools are grappling with in the face of a dearth of federal law, widely differing state laws, and conflicting signals from federal courts and OCR. You should approach this question with caution and a careful understanding of the law in your state.

On the federal side, the Title IX regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Education allow schools to provide separate but comparable bathrooms, locker rooms, and shower facilities on the basis of sex. OCR, on the other hand, has advised at least one school district that Title IX requires schools to provide transgender students with full access to locker rooms and bathrooms that align with their gender identity, but has not provided any formal guidance on the issue. In an opinion handed down on April 19, 2016, the Fourth Circuit agreed that OCR’s interpretation of Title IX applicability to gender identity is entitled to deference. Under that decision, if schools decide to have separate, but comparable bathroom facilities, they must allow transgender students to use the bathrooms consistent with their gender identity.

States are handling restroom/locker room use in different ways. After Massachusetts added gender identity to the classes protected by its discrimination laws, the Massachusetts Board of Elementary and Secondary Education subsequently adopted revised regulations saying that transgender students may access restrooms, locker rooms, and changing facilities that correspond with their gender identity. In North Carolina, the governor recently signed into law a bill that restricts use of multiple occupancy restrooms and locker rooms to individuals of the same biological sex. It does allow schools to provide single occupancy bathrooms and changing areas for use by transgender students. Several other state legislatures have proposed similar bills that would require transgender people to use the facilities corresponding to their assigned birth gender. Still other jurisdictions have remained silent on the issue.

While there is no definitive national legal authority on the issue, federal courts in non-school cases have recognized a fundamental right to privacy or acknowledged the legitimacy of safety concerns in cases involving individuals undressing, using the restroom, or showering in an area to which a member of the opposite birth sex has access. Moreover, a federal district court recently asked the question whether a university engages in unlawful discrimination in violation of Title IX or the Constitution when it prohibits a transgender male student from using restrooms and locker rooms designated for men on campus. The court concluded: “The simple answer is no.”

Your school attorney may be able to help you determine the impact, if any, of state criminal statutes prohibiting indecent exposure on a policy allowing a student of one biological anatomy to enter and use restrooms, locker and shower facilities of the opposite biological sex. In states that have a statute prohibiting discrimination based on gender identity, the attorney may want to ascertain whether there is an exception for “restrooms, shower rooms, bath houses and similar facilities which are in their nature distinctively private.”

For these reasons, you should proceed with care when developing policies to address this issue. You should gather input from all stakeholders, engage in conversations with experts and community members, and formulate workable policies that focus on promoting a positive and safe learning environment for all students, and comply with state and federal law.

Question: Can a school require a transgender student to use a single occupant restroom/private changing area instead of the group restroom or locker room?

Yes, unless there is a state statute or legal ruling, (like the recent Fourth Circuit ruling), state department of education regulation, or district policy that prohibits that. School districts should be aware that OCR takes the position that transgender students should have unfettered access to locker rooms and changing rooms.
consistent with their gender identity. Even though this view does not rise to the level of “law,” it could become an issue in an OCR enforcement action should the district adopt a policy that restricts transgender students to facilities for their birth-assigned gender. Please see the discussion in the previous question.

9. Gender Segregation in Other Areas

Question: If a school separates students on the basis of sex for certain curricular content areas, such as sex education, can or should a school require a transgender student to participate in the class of the sex the student was assigned at birth?

In states that specifically protect transgender students from discrimination by law, the transgender student must be allowed to participate with the class of the sex with which that student identifies. Even in states that do not provide those protections, it could be considered a violation of Title IX to deny the student a right to participate in a class with the sex with which that student identifies, as Title IX has been found to protect against discrimination on the basis of non-conformity to gender stereotypes.

10. School Trips

Question: If a school trip involves an overnight stay with sex-segregated sleeping rooms, may a school assign a transgender student to share a room occupied by student(s) of the sex with which he or she identifies?

There is no definitive federal legal authority on the question of room assignments for transgender students. As noted, OCR has taken the position that Title IX’s prohibition on sex discrimination extends to transgender students and requires that schools provide them with access to restrooms and locker rooms that correspond with their gender identity. It is reasonable to assume that OCR would apply the same reasoning to assignment of transgender students to sleeping rooms during overnight school trips. State anti-discrimination laws and regulations also may mandate or provide guidance as to the specific response that schools should take in addressing this issue. Schools may also want to take into account the privacy rights and safety concerns recognized by courts in non-school situations involving individuals undressing, using the restroom, and showering when members of the opposite birth sex have access to these private areas.

Under these circumstances, it is important that school districts adopt policies and procedures that are focused on safety for all students and that seek to balance their respective privacy interests. You will have to make difficult decisions that should be informed by community input from a wide range of stakeholders and experts. Ensure that all students (and their families) who participate in extracurricular activities that may involve
overnight trips are aware of the school's policy and the options available to them. Where the district has chosen to adopt an inclusive policy that would allow the assignment of transgender students to occupy rooms with students with the same gender identity, provide notice of the policy well in advance.

Question: Should a school notify the other students assigned to the same sleeping room, or their parents, that a transgender student will be assigned to their room?

No. As noted above, a student's gender identity is likely to be considered personal information in a student's education record that may not be disclosed to others absent parental consent under FERPA and that may be protected by the constitutional right to privacy. Where courts have recognized a constitutional right to privacy in a student's sexual orientation (which could be correlated to a student's transgender status), they have required an important or compelling reason to disclose that information to others. State privacy laws also may prohibit such disclosure to non-school staff. Again, the answer under FERPA is clear, but schools should be aware that non-disclosure could result in claims seeking damages for physical or other injuries.

Question: If a student's transgender status is known or suspected by other students, how should a school handle a request from a non-transgender student to be assigned a sleeping room with a student of the same birth gender?

Again there is no federal legal authority on this issue. To the extent that district policy allows schools to honor student requests to switch rooms after an assignment has been made or to specify a preference for a particular roommate in advance without regard to the reason, a request to be assigned to a room with a student of the same birth gender should be treated similarly.

11. Dress Codes

Question: May a school district have a gender-specific dress code that identifies what would be acceptable dress for each sex?

In general, courts grant school districts a great degree of latitude in adopting and enforcing dress codes that are based on promoting a safe and educationally focused environment at school. But a transgender student could challenge a dress code that contains gender specific provisions on several legal grounds: 1) violation of free expression rights under the First Amendment or violation of due process and equal protection rights under the Fourteenth Amendment; 2) violation of Title IX’s prohibition on discrimination based on gender; and 3) violation of state civil rights laws and constitutional protections.

Gender-specific dress codes are likely to be deemed constitutional only where the school can show that the restricted expression substantially disrupts or interferes with the work of the school or the rights of other students.51 To the extent a school board believes gender-specific provisions are necessary, such provisions are more likely to be upheld if they can be shown to be substantially related to a sufficiently important educational interest. School districts also should ensure that such provisions are enforced uniformly with respect to non-transgender and transgender students.

Question: For school-related events, such as school dances, graduation ceremonies, or yearbook pictures, may a school district require that a transgender student dress according to the sex assigned at birth?

Gender-specific dress requirements for school-related events would be subject to the same kinds of legal challenges as those described above in reference to dress codes in general. Sex-specific distinctions in dress regulations have been allowed where they were justified by school concerns about safety, discipline, distraction from learning, and promoting community values. For example, a restriction on boys wearing dresses for school-related events might be appropriate where such attire would result in substantial disruption, but in places where such an occurrence would be more socially acceptable and result in minimal disruption, such a restriction would be less justifiable.52 Schools also should take into account such factors as the setting and the age of the students. Many schools have adopted gender-neutral policies, such as requiring all graduating students to wear the same color cap and gown, rather than assigning different colors based on sex.
12. School Staff

Question: Is a school district required to conduct any training about transgender student concerns?

Currently, federal law does not require school districts to conduct any training for staff and students on transgender issues. You should consult your school attorney member of the NSBA’s Council of School Attorneys on whether such training is required in your state or your states school boards association. In any case, schools are well advised to conduct training in this evolving area, particularly for school staff, and to include information in their student handbooks to heighten awareness of challenges faced by transgender students in the school setting. Include examples of bullying, harassing, and discriminatory behaviors by staff or students, and inform both students and staff about complaint procedures and avenues for resolution. Also, because the law is slowly changing, differs by state, and is attracting media attention, try to be proactive in addressing concerns before they arise. Such efforts would support a school district’s goals of creating an inclusive educational environment where all students are respected and kept safe, regardless of transgender status, while reducing exposure to legal liability.

Question: If a school administrator has advised school staff that a transgender student wants to be addressed by that student’s preferred name or pronoun, can a school staff member refuse to do so?

Under most circumstances, a school staff member should abide by the parent’s/student’s wishes as to how to address the transgender student. In accepting employment with a school district, administrators and school staff agree to abide by, uphold, and enforce all of their school board’s policies and procedures, as well as federal and state laws, including a wide variety of non-discrimination, harassment, and bullying policies and procedures. Complying with the school administrator's directive and abiding by the school district’s anti-discrimination policies and procedures likely will not interfere with an employee's personally held beliefs. Moreover, consistent with the school board's mission, an employee's religious or other sincerely held beliefs should not prevent that employee from treating all students with respect and dignity.

Question: Can an employee be disciplined for insubordination for failure to comply with an administrator’s directives, or the student’s or parent’s expressed name and pronoun preferences?

A school district could pursue disciplinary action against the offending employee for insubordination for failing to comply with the administrator’s directives and/or the student’s/parent’s wishes. In fact, the employee’s failure to comply could create a discriminatory or hostile environment for the transgender student, and potentially open the door for school district liability or investigation. Where the employee has refused to comply based on her genuine belief that the directive is contrary to her religious convictions, she may claim that the district has violated her First Amendment rights by disciplining her. Whether that claim would be successful in federal court is unclear. While the Supreme Court in a non-school context has recognized a free exercise exemption to a government mandate directing an action the plaintiffs viewed as inimical to their sincerely held religious beliefs, the Supreme Court has also accorded employers significant control over employee speech that constitutes part of official job duties.

If the employee not only refuses to comply with the directive, but also allows other students to disregard the student's name and pronoun preference, which creates a harassing or hostile environment for the transgender student, the school board also could pursue disciplinary action against the offending employee for allowing student-on-student harassment. The employee must strive to prevent such harassment as part of his or her duties.

13. Community Engagement

“How districts maintain relationships with the community... can significantly influence the breadth and depth of academic, social, and civic experiences for children.”

Your job as a school official crafting policy and practices on transgender student issues is not easy. You must consider how to accommodate transgender student needs while reflecting your community’s concerns; you must balance privacy interests and safety needs; and you must navigate this journey without the benefit of clear law at the federal level. On top of that, each student and family situation is unique, so it may be tempting to take each on a case-by-case basis, rather than developing official policy.

While FERPA and other privacy laws do limit the ways in which school officials respond to the public and others about an individual student's gender identity concerns, school boards in particular have an opportunity to lead in this area. Schools reflect their communities, and in "many places, [they] operate as the town center," linking a wide variety of stakeholders. As representatives of their communities, school board members
are in a unique position to lead and address the complex issues that arise in the context of transgender students. That connection to the community is an essential component to finding common ground in what could be a highly politicized conversation. Ultimately, the school district’s goal should be the development and implementation of a policy that is informed by the law, protects all students, and makes sense for the community it serves. Leading the conversation with an eye towards informed policy development can help increase awareness and understanding, minimize resentment, and ultimately contribute to safe learning environments for all.

Remember that when we speak of “requests” for accommodation, or “claims” of discrimination or harassment, we are speaking of real needs of children and their families. Whether the requests or claims come from the transgender students, their families, school staff, or concerned members of the community, they generally are not fronts for political agendas or movements. They are real-life problems, with an individual person at the center, and a community surrounding that person. The concerns of the community are real and often deeply rooted. It will be helpful for school boards considering policies involving gender identity to seek common ground among the various community voices. To find it, remember the central mission of public schools: to serve all students equitably, in a safe and supportive environment. Students and their families are members of the local community. School board policy will affect them directly. Far less crucial are the voices of special interest groups, particularly those that are so removed from the community that they don't represent its values and its residents, or appreciate local dynamics. Public forums, advisory committees, social media, and school meetings are all ways in which school districts can engage their stakeholders. Whatever the means, keeping the focus on student needs while encouraging respectful discourse not only can but also can inform not only the board about its policy choices, but also help the community understand the ultimate choices made by the district.
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